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Miniature Servos
What Are They?
Miniature servos are very small electric motors with a fixed rotation up to 180
degrees. The type used for various hobby applications such as radio-controlled
models and robotics employ a sensor to indicate and control precise position.

Miniature Servo (SG90)
size is 1.25” W x 0.5” x 1.125” H
servo lead is approximately 7” with a
modular connection for the decoder
(mounting bracket & wire not illustrated)

How Are They Controlled?
In model railway applications, servos are combined with drivers/decoders to
provide actuation and control of turnouts, signals, and other animated features
on a layout. The decoders can be connected to a layout’s DCC system for remote
operation from a throttle or wireless device.

Singlet II Servo Driver/Decoder
size 1.25” x 1.25”
programming buttons
status LEDs (bi-colour)
modular connection for servo
terminal block for feeder wires
DCC capable

Where Are They Sourced From?
Several companies offer servos and accessories
optimized for model railway applications. These
include:
ANEMODEL (Taiwan) offers their SMARTSWITCH
system for turnouts, etc. www.anemodel.com

PECO (UK) also offers the same SMARTSWITCH
system for turnouts, etc. www.peco-uk.com

TAM VALLEY DEPOT (San Diego CA) offers a range of
servos, decoders, etc. www.tamvalleydepot.com

Why Servos?
Pros
Servos operate quietly and are very reliable.
Servos are available at a modest cost and compare favourably with other options.
Servos are fairly quick and easy to install employing modular connections.
Servos have a very small footprint which makes them easier to install in tight
locations. They are also well suited to multi-deck layouts with low profile fascia.
A typical size is 1” x 0.5” x .05”.

Pros (cont.)

Servos can be programmed very precisely with respect to the degrees of rotation
in order to apply just the right amount of pressure against the point rails. They
can also be programmed automatically.
Servos can be configured to operate together for crossovers, sidings, wyes, etc.

Servos can be controlled through your DCC system, allowing the remote
operation of turnouts, signals and other accessories from your throttle or
wireless device.

Cons
Few apparent – availability, cost, time, ease of installation and reliability all
compare favourably with other turnout control options.
Servos are occasionally subject to buzzing. There are solutions for this.

Cost and Time?
Prices
Servos cost approximately $4.25 USD each. They can be sourced in bulk for less.
An assembled servo mounted on a bracket with throw wire installed is $9.95 USD.
As a cost comparison:
Blue Point Manual Controllers are approximately $14.95 USD.
Tortoise Switch machines are approximately $16.95 USD.
Time
The time required to install a servo for turnout control is as follows:
- Drill hole for throw wire through roadbed and benchwork
- Install turnout on roadbed and connect to adjacent tracks
- From underneath, insert throw wire through turnout.
- Attach servo to underside of layout, drill holes and secure with screws.
- Cut off and trim throw wire to clear passing trains.
- Install and connect decoder, and connect decoder to 12 volt power supply.
- Program servo endpoints (this is usually done automatically – 20-30 seconds).

Control & Power Requirements
Control
Servos require a driver/decoder for control of the endpoints. These are typically 1.25
inches square and come with a modular connection for the servo, push buttons for
manual programming and operation, LEDs for status display, and options for
connection to remote LEDs and toggle switches.
Servo decoders cost approximately $16.15 USD assembled / $13.75 USD kit form.
Total unit cost for a powered servo switch machine is approximately $23.70 USD.

Tam Valley Depot offers decoder boards for control of four and eight servos
respectively. These provide a modest savings in cost and offer a compact footprint
for areas with multiple turnouts such as a yard ladder or industrial area.

Quad-Pic Decoder from Tam Valley

Octopus III Decoder from Tam Valley

Power
Miniature servos and their decoders require a 12 volt power supply. This can be
facilitated with an auxiliary bus wire run around the layout to supply the decoders.

The servo decoders have screw terminal blocks for rapid connection of feeder wires
from the auxiliary bus or power supplies.

DCC Control
The servo drivers are fully DCC compatible enabling turnouts to be thrown from a
throttle or wireless device connected to the DCC system.
The DCC interface is provided by a DCC booster which inserted between the 12 volt
power supply and the auxiliary bus run. The DCC booster is also connected to the
command bus.

DCC Booster module from
Tam Valley Depot ($54.95 USD)

12v power supplies and DCC boosters
connected to aux bus & command bus

Installation Procedure
Preparation of Components
Servos can be purchased in assembled form mounted on a bracket with throw wire
installed, in which case they are ready for installation. If purchased as individual
components, then some time will be required to assemble them (approx. 10 mins).

Likewise, the servo decoders can be purchased in assembled form ready for
installation, or they can be assembled from kit form (approx. 5 mins).

Preparation of Roadbed and Turnout
As with all methods of turnout control, you will need to drill a hole through the
roadbed beneath the throw bar, and ensure that the throw bar has a hole for the wire
to pass through. Servos require a 1/4” clearance hole beneath the turnout, and a
clearance hole through the throw bar for a .032” diameter wire.

After drilling the hole beneath the turnout, it can be secured to the roadbed,
taking care to ensure that the throw bar is positioned over the clearance hole
below the turnout.

Installation of Servo
The first step is to insert the throw wire up through the turnout throw bar from
below. This is best accomplished by shining a light down on the turnout so you can
see the hole from below.
Once the throw wire is engaged in the throw bar, the servo and bracket can be
oriented correctly and secured temporarily to the underside of the benchwork with
double-sided tape.
With the servo and bracket held in place, the next step is to drill the holes for the
mounting screws and secure it permanently with the screws.

Servo in place underneath
layout with frog juicer mounted
to side of servo bracket
The frog juicer ensures correct
polarity for the turnout

Trimming The Throw Wires
The throw wires need to be longer than needed to facilitate installation from below.
Once installed, the throw wires must be trimmed down to clear the trains.

The excess throw wire can be cut off
with a Dremel tool. Heat sinks are used
to avoid melting turnout components.

Filing the remaining wire down to just
above the throw bar. Tape is used to
protect the turnout components.

Installation of Servo Decoder
The servo decoders can be installed directly into your fascia with the push buttons
and LEDs available to operators, or they can be mounted underneath the layout with
runs out to LEDs and/or toggle switches on the fascia.

If mounting in the fascia, you will need to drill the required opening there and
mount accordingly. If mounting underneath the layout, they will fit on the same
brackets used for the servos.

Installation of Servo Decoder (cont.)
Whether mounting in the fascia or underneath the layout, the servo decoder can be
located anywhere within reach of the modular cable connections. Extensions are
available.

This photograph illustrates a Singlet servo decoder underneath the layout with
modular connection to the servo at left, and wires out to a toggle switch mounted in
a control panel on the fascia.

Power Supply and Connections
The best method for supplying 12 volt power to numerous turnouts is to mount one
or more power supplies underneath the layout and run a pair of auxiliary bus wires
around the layout.

From the auxiliary bus wires, feeder wires can be run out to each servo decoder.
The feeder wires go into the screw terminals on the decoder board.

The servo decoder then connects to the servo by means of the modular cable
which plugs into a receptacle on the decoder board.

Programming The Endpoints
The decoder must now be programmed as follows:
- Turn on power to the servo decoder.
- Move the jumper from RUN to ALIGN.
- The servo decoder will now program itself automatically by moving the throw wire
over to one side, then back to the other. Progress and completion are displayed
via the status LEDs.
- Alternatively, you can program the servo decoder manually using the push
buttons.
- When finished, move the jumper from ALIGN back to RUN.
- Your servo and decoder are now ready for operation.
Troubleshooting
If the servo is not throwing the turnout fully, the decoder can be re-programmed as
many times as needed using the above procedure.
If the throw is reverse to what is desired, it can be easily reversed. This is especially
useful if attempting to orient a toggle switch on a control panel schematic.
Occasionally the servo will buzz, which can be mildly irritating. Tam Valley offers
in-line devices to solve this.

Additional Photographs

Close-up view of servo installed underneath the layout, with frog juicer attached.

Two servos with frog juicers mounted underneath the layout at rear, with associated Singlets
mounted on similar brackets. Note the feeder wires back to the auxiliary bus run at the rear.

Servo with frog juicer on left and Singlet decoder on the right mounted on brackets
underneath the layout, with wires out to a toggle switch mounted on the fascia.

Servos, frog juicers, and Singlet decoders for the east yard ladder underneath the benchwork
for Dawson Creek on the upper deck. The small footprint of the servos is advantageous here.

Servos, frog juicers, and Singlet decoders for the south yard ladder underneath the benchwork
for Chetwynd on the lower deck. The small footprint of the servos is advantageous here.

Servos, frog juicers, and Singlet decoders underneath the benchwork for Dawson Creek on the
upper deck, viewed from an aspect below normal viewing angle to illustrate the low profile.

Lessons Learned

• Purchasing the servos and drivers was comparable in cost to other options.
• If ordering from Tam Valley, bulk pricing can save a fair bit of money.
• Installing the servos and drivers was fairly easy and quick.
• Connecting the power and programming the end points was also easy and quick.
• For my layout, the biggest advantage was the small footprint and low profile.

• If idle for a while (ie. a few months), the servos can temporarily freeze up.
• (Wiggling the servo horns with my hand usually frees them up quickly.)

Control Panels
Servos and their decoders can be configured to operate remotely from fascia control
panels with status LEDs and toggle switches.
I opted for toggles only and no LEDs on my control panels. The toggle switches are
prepared with lead wires for connection to the servo decoders.

I laid out the control panels full size using pencil and paper, and then had them
rendered in Adobe Illustrator. They were then manufactured in lamicoid on a laser
cutter at an engraving shop. My panels included schematics to indicate station
names, direction, tracks and industries, and control panels for the toggle switches.

The panels were mounted on angled blocks for an optimum viewing angle. The lower
deck panels were mounted at 45 degrees, and the upper deck panels at 30 degrees.
These blocks have holes drilled through them to accommodate the toggle switches.

After mounting the angled blocks to the fascia, the holes for the toggle lead wires
must be drilled through the fascia.
The toggle switches can then be mounted in the lamicoid panels, and the lead wires
are then fed through the holes.
The panels are then secured to the angled mounts, and the lead wires are run to a
connection with the servo decoders. I attached male header pins to the lead wires,
and female sockets to the decoder boards so that the toggle wires can be
disconnected if needed.
If the toggle switch is operating in the wrong direction, it can be released and
oriented correctly.
At this point the toggle switch should operate the servo remotely from the fascia.
If desired, the same process can be followed for remote status LEDs in the panels.

Lower deck control panels for the west switch at Sundance (left) and the south switch at
Septimus (right). These are mounted at a 45 degree angle for an optimum viewing aspect.

Lower deck control panels for Imperial Oil spur and north ladder at Chetwynd at 45 degrees.

Upper deck control and schematic panels for Dawson Creek, mounted at a 30 degree angle.

Chetwynd (lower deck) and Dawson Creek (upper deck) from viewing angle when standing.
The servos and decoders underneath the upper deck are concealed behind only 2” of fascia.
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